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– Intervertex distance, `ij : Length of the shortest path between a pair of vertices

– Nearest neighbors : A pair of vertices separated by a distance d are dth nearest neighbors

1st neighbors are separated by a distance of one edge, 2nd neighbors by two edges, and so on.

– dth neighbors’ shell of vertex i : The set of vertices which are dth neighbors from a vertex i

The figure illustrates an example of a small,
simple graph with 1st neighbors (red),
2nd neighbors (blue)
and a 3rd neighbor (green)
from a given vertex (black).

– Pd(s) : The probability that, by choosing, uniformly, at random, a vertex i in a graph,
then the number of its dth nearest neighbors is s

In particular, if d = 1, then P1(s) is the degree distribution of the graph (where degree is the 
number of edges connected to a given vertex).

Some basic definitions
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– Average distance between pairs of vertices in a connected component of size n :
 

– Diameter, `max : The largest of all distances `ij

– Remote distance d : A distance in the interval

– Erdős-Rényi random graph : A graph where the presence or absence of an edge between 
two vertices is independent of the presence or absence of any other edge, so that each edge 
may be considered to be present with independent probability p. Its degree, k, follows a 
distribution

where z = pN is the average degree.

– Scale-free network : A net with power-law degree distribution

In terms of the notation previously defined, the degree distribution ,
so that Pd(s) can be seen as a generalization of the concept of degree distribution.

Some basic definitions
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Distribution of the number of vertices at distance d
in an Erdős-Rényi random graph – numerical results

NPd(s) is plotted in the following figure for two ER random graph realizations:

N = 2£104, z = 13   N = 105, z = 5

`max = 6 `max = 14
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The slope -2 of the log-log plots when d is the remote distance (6 and 12 for the 
above realizations), provides evidence of the power law Pd(s) » s -2.
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Generating a scale-free net from an ER random graph

Taking advantage of the power-law distribution of the number of remote dth neighbors in an 
ER random graph, by shortcutting all shortest paths of such length d in such a graph, it is 
possible to convert it into a SF network.

Specifically, the method to generate a SF network from an initial ER graph is as follows :
- start from a disconnected set of vertices, labeled in the same manner as in the ER graph
- in this new set of vertices, connect by an edge every pair of vertices which are separated by 
the remote distance d in the original ER graph

The graph thus generated will have a power-law degree distribution equal to the distribution 
of the number of dth neighbors in the original ER graph, i.e. pk » k -2.

Illustration of the procedure for a simple graph, a chain of length 6 and letting d=6 :

The figure shows
the application of the
algorithm above for an
initial simple case.
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Results on generated scale-free networks – degree distribution
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The straight line has slope -2, therefore pk » k -2.

pk of networks generated from 4 ER random graphs with the parameters indicated in the box :
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Results on generated scale-free networks – clustering coefficient
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The clustering coefficient of vertex i is defined as                                                                ,

constituting a measure of the density of triangles in a network.

The following figure plots the dependence of Ci on ki for the SF networks generated from the ER 
random graphs with the parameters indicated in the box :
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Results on generated scale-free networks – degree correlations
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A compact way of quantifying degree correlations is by computing the mean degree of neighbors of a 
vertex as a function of the degree k of that vertex, knn(k).

The decreasing functions plotted below indicate that the obtained SF networks exhibit disassortative 
degree correlations (typically found in information, technological, and biological networks).
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Summary and conclusion
The distribution Pd(s) for ER random graphs was numerically observed to follow power law, s -2.

SF nets, with degree distribution pk » k -2, were generated from ER random graphs.

The method for such generation is based on the replacement of long shortest paths by single edges.

For these SF nets, C(k) and knn(k) were numerically computed, allowing the observation that the 
presented method generates loopy and disassortative correlated nets; this confirms the presence of 
large loops and long-range structural correlations in ER random graphs.

A potential real-world example of such contraction of long paths to single edges could be found in 
the use signal repeaters in communication networks, namely, in situations when a number of 
repeaters could be replaced by a single (more efficient) repeater.

Other mechanisms, e.g. whenever minimization of shortest path distances is at play, could 
potentially serve as examples of random networks’ organization to scale-free, correlated, networks.


